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Dynamic phenomena in superconducting oxides measured by ESR 
J. V. Acrivos,* Lei Chen, and C. M. Burch 
Department ofChemistry, San Jose State University, San Jose, California 95192-0101 
P. Metcalf and J. M. Honig 
Department of Chemistry, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907 
R. S. Liut and K. K. Singht 
IRC in Superconductivity, Cambridge University, Cambridge CMB OH3, United Kingdom 
(Received 13 May 1994) 
Dynamic electron spin resonance (ESR) measurements compare the paramagnetic and antiferromag­
netic (AF) properties of superconducting oxides in the range 4 K to room temperature, at 8 MHz and 
9.36 GHz. Two are derivatives of YBa2Cu30 7: 1: Nd(Nd0.05Ba0.95 )2Cu30 7, Te0 =72 K and II: 
Y0.2Cao. 8Sr2[Cu2(Tlo.5Pb0.5 )]07, Te0 =108 K and two are cases where AF ordering dominates the weak 
superconductivity: III: Nb01.1> 1. 25 ~Teo~ 10 K and IV: La2Ni04.00, 70 K :::: Teo:::: 40 K. At tempera­
tures 298:::: T:::: 64 K, the ESR absorption by I indicates orthorhombic symmetry. The peaks at 
Ke =2.06, gb =2.13, and Ka =2.24 are identified with the presence of 5% Nd3+( 41912 ) in the Ba layer be­
cause the characteristic Cu2+ impurity hyperfine structure is absent and the ESR signal disappears 
several degrees below Te. Near Te the ESR absorption is reduced by two orders of magnitude. Proximi­
ty effects give rise to interference fringes with period r1 ( T) independent of the field B and the rate of 
sweep dBzldt. ESR is observed below Te because flux penetrates the superconductor. The temperature 
dependence of r1 leads to an activation energy for the flux motion E0 (1)/R ~ 16 K and Ea (111)/R ~3 K 
=Te /4. In the superconducting state a coherent flux expulsion response to a change in B. from 500 mT 
to zero is observed in times T, = 8 to 10 s. The inverse rate of noise spikes due to flux expulsion, when 
the samples are cooled through Te in a magnetic field, varies from Tnoise=3.5 s for III to 21 s for IV. The 
microwave absorption spectra identify three temperature regimes: (i) For 3.5 K < T < T m ""T* < Teo su­
perconducting behavior was confirmed by the energy loss near zero magnetic field and the kinetics of 
high-field noise due to flux expulsion. Near g =2.00 ESR absorption is observed for all materials. A 
broad absorption near 50 to 100 mT at 9.36 GHz has been attributed to AF resonance. (ii) 
T m ""T* ~ T ~ Te identifies the range where flux motion gives rise to interference fringes in the ESR ab­
sorption. (iii) ESR and AF resonance are observed immediately after warming above Tc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Electron spin resonance (ESR) absorption near 
g = 2. 00 at T < Te has been reported for superconducting 
oxides. 1 The coexistence of paramagnetism and/or anti­
ferromagnetism (AF) with superconductivity is important 
for the development of a theory of superconductivity in 
cuprates and other oxide superconductors. 2- 4 To ob­
tain further insight into the relationship between para­
magnetism, AF, and superconductivity, the purpose 
of this work is to ascertain the dynamic interactions 
which can be deduced from the ESR absorption of 
four materials, (I) Nd(Nd0.05Ba0.95 )2Cu30 7, Te0 =72 K, 
(II) (Y0.2Ca0. 8 )Sr2[Cu2(Tlo. 5Pb0. 5 )]07, Teo= 108 K, (Ill) 
NbOu, 1. 25 :S Teo :S 10 K, and (IV) La2Ni04.00, 70 ~ Teo 
~ 40 K, where these properties are well characterized in 
the literature. J-s 
Charge neutrality in the unit cell may be achieved in 
YBa2Cu30 7 by the presence of o- and/or Cu3+ in layers 
0(3) and Cu(2). S(i) The Madelung potential V =E Madelung 
due to the charges Q on the ions depends on these 
charges and has been determined in YBa2Cu30 7• S(i) The 
value of V for structures I-IV is evaluated in the Appen­
0163-1829/94/50(18)/13710(14)/$06.00 50 
dix. The strongest Madelung energy is obtained for IV 
(i.e., the most ionic), next is II, and the least ionic electro­
static interaction per formula weight determined by V is 
found for I and Ill. However Vis just an approximation 
since the self-consistent-field (SCF) wave functions ob­
tained for the conduction layer (Cu02 )n in the crystal 
field of the particular lattice2<c> show that the ionic 
charges in the conduction layers are reduced below the 
nominal value by shielding and covalency. The stability 
of these structures depends both on E Madelung and the 
ground-state energy of the conduction states. 
Te for NbO has been reported in the recent literature 
to be near 10 K; 3<a> this value may be due to defects 
and/or a solid solution of Nb in NbO, 3(d) because a criti­
cal temperature Te = l. 25 K had been reported earlier for 
pure NbO. J(d) The properties of La2Ni04 and NbO de­
pend on the sample doping and history in a magnetic 
field; superconductivity and AF ordering have been ob­
served in these materials. Hc>, 4 Takeda et al. have exten­
sively investigated the properties of La2_xSrxNi04 and 
there is considerable literature. 4 
ESR and energy-loss response near zero field 5•6 have 
been used in this work to compare the dynamic processes 
13710 © 1994 The American Physical Society 
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in materials where superconductivity prevails (I and II) 
with those where AF ordering is dominant (Ill and IV) in 
order to ascertain some of the conditions which favor AF 
ordering and/or superconductivity. 
II. EXPERIMENTAL 
The samples were prepared as described in the 
literature. 4<bl,S<cl,7•8 Spectra are shown for crystallites 
and for selected ~o.l mg crystallites cast in 5 min epoxy 
(Devcon Corporation) and aligned in a magnetic field 
(Bai =7, 4, and 1.3 T) at room temperature. Spectra (Figs. 
1 to 4 below) are shown as derivatives of the power ab­
sorption response dP I dB from an oscillating field 
2iB 1cos2?Tvt (v=8 MHz and 9 GHz) vs Bz in a modulat­
ed external field k(Bz+2Bmcos21Tvmt) (vm=0.4to 105 
kHz). These were obtained using a Varian 4250 and a 
Broker 200 spectrometer equipped with an Oxford 900 
cryogenic system. 9 When lock-in detection is used, the 
energy-loss signal is a modulated energy absorption in 
low fields by a superconductor. The acronym MEALFS is 
used to distinguish this response from standard ESR sig­
nals. Adrian and Cowan have reviewed the method 
recently. S(hl The response consists of two signals: 0, the 
sharp discontinuity in the current (width less than 10 pT) 
when Bz passes exactly through zero due to the change in 
resistivity from exactly zero, and (dP /dB)0, the energy 
loss observed in finite low fields several degrees below Tc. 
The fields B 1 and Bm (in a dual-cavity spectrometer [Ref. 
9~b))) were estimated using a free-radical reference, 1, 1'­
btphenylene 2-phenylallyl, with a very narrow ESR ab­
sorption of width t:.Hms =50 pT and g =2.0027. 9<al The 
broadening produced by B 1 ,Bm >50 pT was used to esti­
mate the field amplitudes: B I (pT) ~ 125 X 10-dB/20 (for 
an attenuation dB in decibels) and Bm (pT)~2.32X AM 
(where AM is the percent of the total modulation ampli­
tude). The different parameters are specified for each 
spectrum. The te~perature calibration for the Oxford 
ER900 was verified by placing a Au(Fe 3%)-Chromel 
thermocouple at the sample position. The accuracy was 
found to be better than the instability caused by the tem­
perature control, as indicated in each spectrum. The ex­
act zero field was ascertained first by the ESR absorption 
at 8 MHz of the free-radical reference and by the center 
of symmetry of the MEALFS signal determined after the 
first cooling cycle. Hcl In the dual-cavity spectrometer, 9(b) 
the reference free radical is kept at room temperature, at 
a magnetic field higher than the sample, because a de 
field is introduced at the latter to cancel the residual field 
of the iron magnet, in order to sweep through 
Bz =0=Bz,laboratory + Bz,compensation • 
The amplitude of the reference is used for quantitative 
analysis, i.e., the number of unknown spins N (S) is deter­
mined for each spectrum given the relative amplitudes 
and the width of the unknown ESR absorption t:.B in 
ml ' ~ 
mT. The ESR absorption of a known concentration 
of. Mn2+ in HCl, in a 1-mm-i.d. capillary occupying the 
1-m. sample space (where B 1 decreases from a maximum 
at the center to zero at the cavity edges with a sinusoidal 
dependence), was used to obtain the calibration 
N (S)= f(T, AM) Aamplitudeunknown 

unknown S ( S + 1 ) A amplitude reference 

X ( f:.Bms,unknown(m T) f • (1) 
where Aamplitudereference is determined to ±10% accuracy 
at scan rates dB !dt ~2 mT/s and 
f(T, AM)= AMX5.3X 1011 X(T/298) 
when Boltzmann statistics are obeyed and the line shapes 
are Lorentzian. 
The samples were analyzed by x-ray diffraction and 
fluorescence using a Diano XRD8000 system. 
III. RESULTS OF rfAND MICROWAVE 

MEASUREMENTS 

The phenomena observed are categorized as follows. 
In the lowest-temperature regime (3.5 K to Tc> a nonreso­
nance (MEALFS) response and high-magnetic-field noise 
(characteristic of flux expulsion by superconductors) are 
observed together with a broad AF resonance absorption 
derivative. Phase transitions are detected through 
changes in the ESR response. 
Figure 1 shows the ESR data above and below T = 64 
I c
K for I (apparent D 4h symmetry due to random -0-Cu­
0- chains) and the parent compound YBa2Cu30 7 (D 1h 
symmetry). S(bl,(d) Figure 2 shows corresponding data for 
II (D lh symmetry), where the Y layer has 80% Ca and 
the zeroth layer (containing -0-Cu-0- chains in 
YBa2Cu30 7) has been replaced by planes of 0 centered 
about a square with T1 and Pb at the vertices. B<al,(c) Fig­
ures 3 and 4 show the same data for III and IV. 
From T = 3. 5 K to Tc nonresonant energy losses 
(MEALFS signals) are present for all superconductors· 
high-field noise is observed in all the samples that wer~ 
cooled through Tc in nonzero field. Cooling through Tc 
near Bz =0 eliminated the high-field noise for all samples. 
Though weak below Tc, a paramagnetic ESR absorption 
is observed near g = 2. 00 (Figs. 1 to 4). The data for the 
samples shown are reproducible after the sample has been 
cooled and warmed up to room temperature several 
times. 
The ESR absorption derivative dP !dBz near g =2.00 
above an intermediate temperature Tm ~ T*, 3.5 K 
< Tm < T < Tc, shows a superposition of interference 
fringes with a period -r1 <T) independent of the field sweep 
dBz/dt at v=9 GHz [Figs. 1, 2(b), 3(b), and 3(c)]; the 
effect of the microwave field amplitude B 1 on the Nb01 1 
fringe period is shown in Fig. 3(c). · 
A broad anisotropic feature which remains unchanged 
up to Tc is observed at 9 GHz near 50-100 mT for all 
samples. Maximum intensity is observed in aligned 
Nb0t. 1 [Fig. 3(b)] when the external field is parallel to the 
aligning field B a1 and disappears when it is normal. 
The time required for the field to relax from 500 mT to 
zero was determined in multiple-scan measurements by 
the echo of broad (102 mT) ESR absorptions at room 
dP/dB2 
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0 0. 0.9 l.S 
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FIG. 1. I: NduBa1. 9Cu30 7• (a) Structure and ESR spectra vs Tfrom room temperature to below Tc. Orthorhombic symmetry is 
indicated by the spectroscopic g values: Kc =2.06, gb =2.13, Ka =2.24. Interference fringes are superposed on the ESR absorption 
below Tc; the period r 1=11.5 sis independent of sweep rate dB,!dt. One insert shows how well the amplitudes of dP/dB and 
T dP /B vs 1 /Tobey the Curie-Weiss law. The other insert shows the ESR spectra at 12 K, after cooling in a field in the region near 
g = 2; noise expelled above H • rides on top of interference fringes, at their crest. Autocorrelation of fringes and noise spikes is 
shown in Fig. 5 below. (b) Parent compound, YBa2Cu30 7, showing MEALFS signal independent of temperature and dB,!dt. The 
Cu2+ ESR absorption spectra obtained for YBa2Cu30 6 +x at 298 K and 5 K are compared with the ESR absorption from I at 195 K. 
The asymmetry caused by the dift'erent relaxation times for the hyperfine components of 63•65Cu2+ is definitely absent in the ESR 
spectra ofl. (c) Flux expulsion (parent compound) in multiple-scan spectra. At very fast sweep rates T, depends on B, ~ 100 mT. 
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FIG. 2. II: (Y0. 2Cao. 8 )Sr2Cu2(Tlo. 5Pb0.5 )07• (a) Nonresonant (MEALFS) response ratio r =0/(dP!dB)0• D, compared to the nor­
malized (to maxima) heat capacity ll.C01 /Il.C.1,max X and thermopower S/Smax V obtained from Refs. 8(a) and 8(c). At 116 K the 
MEALFS signals up to 100 mT (AFl) are still observed, indicating that the method detects superconducting fluctuations above 
Tc = 108 K in the same manner as the nonvanishing ll.C.1 and the thermopower [Ref. 8(a)]. The ratio r is nearly zero 20 K below Tc 
and approaches 1 only above Tc. The temperature where all superconducting ftuctuations disappear is near 130 K. (b) Multiple-scan 
spectra showing two response times T, = 8 and 10 s which suggest the presence of a minor phase leading to a broadening near 81 K. 
(c) Nonresonant (MEALFS) response measured at 8 mHz. The field is cycled through 0 every 2.6 s as the sample warms up. The tem­
perature Tis measured by a en-Constantan thermocouple wound around the sample immersed in the liquid N 2 bath, and the change 
in the slope dTldt at TK =Tc (measured by heat capacity) indicates that the maximum in heat capacity was achieved at this tempera­
ture; TM measures the maximum in 0 + ( dP I dB )0 and T0 is the temperature where the sum disappears. These temperatures are com­
parable with the extrema in the thermopower data and the nonzero signals observed for ll.C.1 in (a), i.e., the MEALFS signal, the heat 
capacity, and the thermopower measure properties above Tc that may be due to superconducting fluctuations and/or AF ordering. 
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FIG. 3. III: Nb01. 1• (a) Nonresonant response (MEALFS) observed in the first cooling cycle for as-prepared material. The sample 
was exposed to 3.24 mT going through Tc down to 3.4 K. The spectra were recorded on warming. High-field noise is observed above 
15 mT but this disappears completely when the de field is static, even at 336 mT. The rate of flux expulsion of -k s is comparable to 
that observed for cuprates. The fine structure with separation A is explained by relation (3). The MEALFS signal disappears at 40 K 
and therefore must be due to a phase different from NbO. (b) Fraction of as-prepared material aligned at Ba1 =7 T (9=B, AB.1) 
cooled through Tc near zero field. AF resonance observed near 70 mT when 9=0 (and disappearing for 9=11"/2) is independent ofT 
and sharpens above 200 K but the intensity remains essentially constant, as expected for AF resonance. An isotropic ESR absorption 
near g =2 shows interference fringes. The inset (9 K, 9=11"/2) shows that the interference period -r1 is independent of the rate of field 
sweep dB.Idt. (c) Saturation measurements at 9 K. The ESR absorption near g =2 saturates faster than that for the AF domains 
and the reference free radical and the period -r1 depends on B 1• (d) Room-temperature resonance for 9=0. The spectrum between 
g =28 and 14 shows the hyperfine structure compared with the calculated spectrum for the Dysonian metallic ESR absorption, case 
A, with A ( 93Nb)= 1.04 mT. 
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FIG. 3. (Continued). 
temperature to be less than 4 s. However, in the super­
conducting state a coherent response to the change in 
magnetization is observed when the external field changes 
suddenly from 0.5 T to zero with a delay time-r, of 8 to 
10 s [Figs. l(b) and 2(b)]. This response is absent for large 
signals oo-6 mole of reference free radical in the sample 
cavity). 
IV. DISCUSSIONOFRESULTS 
X-ray diffraction and fluorescence and microprobe 
measurements confirmed the structures and the 
stoichiometry and the presence of single 
phases.Ha),l(c),S(d) The hOO and hhO diffractions of III are 
in agreement with the pure NbO cubic structure reported 
by the National Bureau of Standards (U.S.) (150535). IV 
shows a fine structure for the 006 diffraction which is ab­
sent in nonsuperconducting La2Ni04• Hc),4(e) The main 
objective of the discussion is to identify the dynamic 
effects in the ESR absorption and to correlate the obser­
vations in the different temperature regimes in order to 
ascertain the properties of materials which are predom­
inantly AF (III and IV) but also show properties attribut­
ed to classical superconducting behav~or (I and II). 
ESR absorption intensity [dP /dB in Fig. l(a)] obeying 
the Curie-Weiss law is observed above Tc for I; it is asso­
ciated with the presence of 5% Nd diluted in the Ba lay­
er. The characteristic Cu2+ ESR absorption observed in 
oxygen-poor YBa2Cu30 6+x (with an anisotropic shape 
due to the relaxation time deEendence on the nuclear spin 
quantum number for the 63•6 Cu hyperfine components) is 
compared in Fig. 1 (b) with the ESR absorption of I. In 
YBa2Cu30 6+x the ESR ofCu2+ is observed below Tc and 
shows no proximity effects except for the Meissner effect 
field broadening observed when free radicals are in con­
tact with a superconducting phase; S(h) it must be part of a 
different phase. Conversely higher concentrations of 
Nd3+ in the Ba layer, e.g., I'=Nd1.2Ba1. 8Cu30 7• 
NduBa1.7Cu30 7 and Nd1.4Ba1.6Cu30 7 show very broad 
ESR absorption characteristic of spin-spin interactions, 10 
with the concurrent lowering of Tc; the ESR absorption 
intensity of I' always decreases below Tc and disappears 
at all temperatures when the superconductivity is com­
pletely quenched by the Nd+3 concentration in the Ba 
layer. B<e> That is, the presence of Nd3+ in the Ba layer 
reduces the contact term at the Cu2+ end defects in the 
-0-Cu-0- chains in the Oth layer of I which are caused by 
its presence, but ESR absorption is always observed 
above Tc in the superconducting samples. Below Tc, the 
ESR intensity drops by over two orders of magnitude and 
for I shows interference fringes with a period T1 = 11. 5 s 
near 52 K [Fig. l(a)]; the ESR signal is very weak at 12 K 
~ T*, identified by the flux expulsion (Fig. 5); the noise 
spikes coincide with the crest of the interference fringes 
at T1 = 14. 3 s, suggesting that the two may be connected, 
i.e., the motion of the flux lines may be associated with 
the flux expulsion; therefore the rates are comparable. 
The parent compound YBa2Cu30 7 shows similar proper­
ties. Figure 6 shows two possible topologies for flux 
penetration into a superconductor, 6<c> leading to ESR ab­
sorption. The Bohm-Aharonov proximity effect is said to 
be present because the ESR field does not penetrate the 
superconducting region; the interference is due to the 
different field alignment in the flux-penetrated regions; 
i.e., there is signal cancellation due to phase differences. 
When the flux lines move coherently between the 
different possible topologies these phases change so that 
the interference period measures the time of hopping be­
tween the topologies possible for flux penetration. Here a 
rate of fo- s is reasonable when compared with the rate of 
flux hopping of -fo s observed by electron microscopy in 
superconducting Nb. 6<d> 
The nonresonant response (MEALFS) is characterized 
for II. From T =4 K to Tc [Fig. 2(a)], the two signals 0 
and (dP ldB)0 vary differently vs temperature; 0 is the 
only MEALFS response observed near 7 K, but as T in­
creases a 50 mT broad response with peak amplitude 
(dP I dB )0 appears near 89 K and the ratio 
r=(dP/dB)0 /0 which vanishes at low temperatures and 
increases to unity as T--. Tc, can be used to compare the 
properties of I to IV. 0 +(dP /dB)0 goes through a max­
imum at TM :::: Tc (determined by the heat capacity8 cp 
indicating that 0 and (dB I dB )0 are not due to the same 
property. The ESR absorption near g =2 is very weak 
but interference fringes are observed, indicating that 
some flux penetration occurs and that there is ESR ab­
sorption most probably in the Tl,Pb layer due to valence 
compensation in the structure II. Here the dynamics of 
{a) 0 
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7 17 
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100 400 
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50 13 716 J. V. ACRIVOS eta/. 
flux expulsion can be best measured when the field is 
turned off from 500 mT to zero. Figures l(b) and 2(b) 
compare single-scan response with multiple-scan 
responses. When Bz = 500 mT is switched to zero, the 
recovery time is less than 4 s; a new scan is then started, 
with flux trapped at the high-field value; after a time 
r,=8 to 10 s flux is expelled in a single burst. This is in­
dependent of dB I dT and depends only on time and H. It 
is observed for all superconductors reported here. At 7.2 
and 23 K, structure II exhibits two response bursts, sug­
gesting that there are different phases and/or dynamic 
processes, though the x-ray diffraction indicates that the 
sample is a single phase; there is also weak ESR absorp­
tion showing interference fringes. At 81 K there is no 
ESR absorption and a single burst of flux expulsion is ob­
served at r, = 8 s, suggesting that r, depends weakly on 
temperature; Fig. l(b) shows that r, at different scan 
rates depends on Bz, but that the broad feature (50-100 
mT) remains unchanged. 
The nonresonant MEALFS response near zero-field 
Bx =0 [0 when Bz passes exactly through zero and 
(dP !dB)0] must arise from phenomena that occur close 
to Tc. A possible cause5 is that energy loss occurs when 
the flux varies discontinuously across Josephson junctions 
found in granular samples; according to Kittel, 6<al the ex­
pression for i (B) is then 
i (B)=imax Isin( 1rB· AJ,J<I>o)/( 1TB· AJ,t /<l>o)i , (2) 
where <1>0 =h /2e =2.067X 10- 15 Wb is the quantum unit 
of flux, and A1,1 is the magnitude of the total area of the 
Josephson junction, with the unit vector along the nor­
mal direction (equivalent of the Fraunhofer relation). The 
periodicity of i (B) gives rise to a fine-structure signal 
near zero field in single crystals. 5 For randomly oriented 
powders, averaging is done,5<cl over orientations 
A 1,1 AB=O to 1r/2; the width between the points of max-
FIG. 4. IV: La2Ni04.00• (a) Nonresonant response 0 near 10 to 15 K. (b) Nonresonant response and AF resonance vs tempera­
ture. The high-field noise gives a rate of flux expulsion of -ft s which is not as fast as for the other three materials. (c) AF resonance 
below and above the phase transition near 160 K. The center-field (CF) resonance identifies the nonaligned domains and is centered 
about the extrema AF±. The subscripts Hand L identify the high- and low-temperature phases and, the presence of the minority 
phases above and below 160 K indicates that hysteresis is present. 
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imum slope, tl.Bz,ms• is 
( tl.Bz,ms Aj,t) =0. 5aBz,ms (A j,t) = 1. 3<1>0 . (2') 
The linear dimension of the Josephson junction for 
powders and single crystals follows from (2' ): 
( Aj,t) 112 =(2.6<1>0/aBz,ms )112 , (3) 
( AJ,t >112 =(<1>o/aBz,crystai) 112 • (3') 
The superconducting behavior of Nb01. 1 and 
La2Ni04.00 is identified by the nonresonant response 
(MEALFS) signals and the high-field noise due to flux ex­
pulsion when the samples were not cooled in zero field. 
Figure 3(a) shows the data for structure III in the first 
cooling cycle; from 3.4 to 10 K typical superconducting 
hysteresis in (dP /dB)0 is observed; noise is observed for 
Nb01.1 above 15 mT and near g =2 at intervals of 
""'3.5 s; however, the noise disappears in both low and 
high fields when the field is static. Between 23 and 37 K a 
fine structure that can be explained by relation (2) is ob­
served, and must be due to a minority phase different 
from pure NbO. Table I reports the linear dimensions of 
AJ t deduced using relations (3) and (3'). Fine structure is 
ob~erved for all samples near Tc, except for IV. 
Interference fringes superposed on a Dysonian-shaped 
FIG. 5. Autocorrelation of the noise spikes 
observed in the ESR absorption form I in Fig. 
l(a) near 12 K. On the abscissa is recorded the 
amplitudes of the noise spikes, and on the ordi­
nate the time axis displaced by 14.3x s (x = in­
teger) for all the noise spikes. The displace­
ment x was varied to obtain a best fit for the 
rate process of one per 14. 3±0.5 s. 
ESR absorption near g =2 are also observed for NbOu 
cooled through Tc in zero field, ascertained in the first 
cooling cycle [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. The period r1 (Table 
II) is independent of the sweep rate dBzldt and 
8=Bz 1\ Ba1 but depends on temperature and microwave 
power [Figs. 3(b) and 3(c)]. 
Relation (1) gives N(III)""' I JLmol (S =t) per mol of 
NbO for the g = 2 microwave absorption intensity; this is 
reasonable taking into consideration that the flux­
penetrated regions in I were found to be less than 1% 
near Tc. This signal saturates easily near 9 K [Fig. 3(c)] 
and obeys the Curie-Weiss law from 11 to 40 K. In addi­
tion to the ESR absorption near g = 2, the broad features 
centered near 70 mT are associated with AF ordering. 
The latter are broad when nonresonant signals are ob­
served and sharpen above Tc for III and IV [Figs. 3(b) 
and 4(a)]. 
La2Ni04.00 (Fig. 4) exhibits properties that are very 
similar to III. The AF resonance is broad when the non­
resonant (MEALFS) signal is present and sharpens be­
tween 70 and 90 K when it disappears; a phase transition 
is observed near 160 K, and above this temperature the 
spectra remain unchanged to 294 K.Hc) 
The sample changes that occur immediately after re­
peated cooling cycles are made evident in II [Fig. 2(a)]; a 
TABLE I. Linear dimensions of Josephson junction deduced from (dP /dB)0 using relations (3) and 
(3'). The maximum values of the values of the ratio r ( Tc) are also given. 
l:i.Bz,fine /iBz,ms 
Superconductor (oriented) (width) ( AJ,t )112 
(T range) (mT) (mT) (Jlm) r(Tc) 
Nd1. 1Bat. 9Cu30 7 0.6 2 <1 
(12 K) 
(Yo. 2Cao. s lSr2[ Cu2Tlo. sPbo. s]07 0.7 <I 
{77-130 K) 
NbOu 3.37 0.5 
(23-40 K) 
La2Ni04.0o 0.5 2 >1 
05-40 K) 
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TOPOLOGY OF FLUX AND SPIN ALIGNMENT 
IN SUPERCONDUCTORS 
flux is excluded 
from superconductor 
FIG. 6. Two possible topologies for the penetration of flux in 
a superconductor according to Ref. 6(c). The interference 
fringes and the noise spikes may be caused by coherent flux 
jumps changing the spin alignment in the coiled configuration, 
especially if the excitation modes from the CuO chain layer to 
the Cu02layer, influencing the magnetic properties in the non­
superconducting Ba layer. 
broad ESR absorption is observed, immediately after the 
cooling cycle, from Tc up to room temperature, suggest­
ing that the signal is due to AF resonance. This disap­
pears with time and no ESR absorption is observed after 
some days. 
Chemical dynamics are deduced from the ESR spec­
tra. 10 The ESR interference fringes below Tc are said to 
be caused by Aharonov-Bohm proximity effects, 6<h> be­
cause changes in the superconducting region, which is 
not accessible to ESR measurement, are responsible. The 
interference effects are produced by the modulation of 
phase differences ll.rp=O to 1r (due to different spin align­
ments in the flux-penetrated regions) by the coherent flux 
jumps between the topologies shown in Fig. 6. These are 
not observed at 3.5 K; they appear at an intermediate 
temperature T m ~ T* ~ Tc [Fig. 3(b)], suggesting that the 
flux motion is activated. Peshkin and Tonomura6<c> have 
shown that the phases of the electron beams passing 
within and outside superconducting Nb toroids differ by 
ll.rp = 0 or 1r. A qualitative explanation is provided in 
terms of the topologies shown in Fig. 6 if the flux lines 
move from one topology (straight) to another (twisted) in 
times of the order of 71 . It has been shown that the 
current oscillations in the vortex lattice occur at mi­
crowave frequencies. 6<jl, 6(kl When these are comparable 
to v=9. 36 GHz of the ESR measurement a transforma­
tion to the rotating frame 11 shows the motion of the flux 
lattice which appears as an interference between the sig­
nals produced by the penetrating fields in a manner not 
unlike the light interference detected when a moving sec­
tor is placed in front of the light source. The chemical dy­
namics of flux motion detected by ESR is then written 
d-- (i ~SC) (flux jump)--+e -( tESR)+e -(iESR), (4) 
where the e~- (i ~SC) represent the superconducting 
pairs where the arrows indicate the direction of the spins; 
these dissociate into the free spins detected by ESR 
e-(iESR)+e-(!ESR) at the rate of flux jumps. The 
spin transition is forbidden and is as slow as phosphores­
cence. At the instant of dissociation the ESR spins in (4) 
are of opposite phase; their absorption signals should in­
terfere destructively but the twisting of the flux tubes in 
Fig. 6 will change their relative alignment leading to con­
structive interference. In order to observe the macro­
scopic, reproducible interference signal shown in Fig. 1 (a) 
the so-called "chaotic motion of flux above T*" must be 
coherent and follow an attractor path. This is in agree­
ment with the elegant Lorentz microscopy of 
Tonomura,6<d> showing the real time motion of flux in Nb 
and high Tc cuprate films above T*. The first-order rate 
constant is 
1/r.r=k(flux motion)=k10 exp(-Ea1RT), (4') 
where Ea(I)/R ~ 16 K""' Tc/4 (52-12 K) and Ea /R (Ill) 
""'3 K (4-9 K). 
TABLE II. Features of the NbOu spectra: Relative amplitudes for the ESR absorption (g =2) and 
AF resonance (near 100 mT), and interference period r f. for absorption centered near g = 2. 
bTA 1 g~21 a Arringes A,AF.o~o1T±2 K Tt Blc Bm(105 Hz) dB,Idt
A reference A<g~21 A reference 
(±10%) (±10%) (s) (±10%) (JLT) (JLT) (mT/s) 
3.4 0 9.2 0.8 7.9 20 2 
9 4.8 14 20 2 
9 4 5.4 0.8 7.9 20 2-10 
9 7 4.4 20 2 
9 7.9 2 20 2 
20 3 9.6 0.8 7.9 20 2 
40 4 0.8 7.9 20 2 
48 0.8 7.9 20 2 
70 0.8 7.9 20 2 
100 0.8 7.9 20 2 
292 
"The Curie-Weiss law appears to be satisfied from 11 to 40 K. This would apply if the flux penetration 

was constant in this temperature interval, T > T*. Near 4 K the ESR is saturated [Fig. 3(c)]. 

'"rhe AF resonance sharpens above 200 K. 

<The absolute uncertainty in B 1 and Bm is large but the relative values of B 1 are accurate to within the 

figures given. 
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Little, IZ(a) Ando et al., IZ(b) and Yu, Lee, and 
Stroud12(c) have also observed interference effects in mea­
surements of the conductivity of normal metals in the 
proximity of superconducting regions. The period 'Tj 
(Table II) is independent of the field modulation frequen­
cy (100 and 50 kHz), but decreases as the micro~ave. field 
amplitude B 1 is increased and the ESR absorptiOn ts sa­
turated, suggesting that the rate process is complicated 
by the presence of B 1• 
The coherent response to a rapid change in magnetiza­
tion when Bz goes from 500 mT to zero below Tc (Figs. 1 
to 3) is independent of dBzldt =2 to 10 mT/s and start­
ing field; the response signal must arise from rate process­
es which change the relative size of normal and supercon­
ducting regions as a function of the external field. Since 
the time required for the field to relax to zero was deter­
mined to be less than 4 s, the sample experiences the ap­
plied field in 4 s; however, it appears that it takes loot~~ 
to expel the flux trapped at high fields. Harada et al. 
have shown that after switching a field of 0.15 mT to zero 
in 5 s there remained 10% trapped vortices; these moved 
slowly towards a void in the film where they eventually 
disappeared. The coherent flux expulsion in Figs. 1(b) an~ 
2(b) indicates that the flux which penetrated at 500 mT ts 
not expelled immediately after the external fie_ld is re­
duced to zero (it supersaturates), and as the field mcreases 
it is eventually expelled, taking a time Tr to reach equilib­
rium (expelling the excess in a burst); there is a field eff~ct 
[Fig. l(c)] which suggests that Tr can be shortened by m­
creasing Bz. Thus, Tr measures the time required to reach 
equilibrium when flux is added to a critically su~ersa­
turated system which must also depend on the motton of 
flux. 6m 
The three rate processes measured by 1 IT1 , l ITr, and 
1/-r . are all of the same magnitude (several seconds). 
Theno;;;otion of flux can damage the sample, especially 
when it is all expelled in a single burst. It is therefore not 
surprising that the room-temperature ESR absorption in 
the best superconductor II shows hysteresis [Fig. 2(a)]. 
In some cases the defects can be annealed at room tem­
perature (e.g., II) but in others the damage is annealed 
only at high temperatures (e.g., IV). 4 
AF resonance (the broad feature near 50-100 mT) 
sharpens above Tc but remains unchanged up to room 
temperature. The AF resonance condition is given by 
Kittel for Bz =0:6(a) 
(hv/g/3)2 =BA(BA+2BE), (5) 
where BE is the exchange field and B A is the axial field. 
Assuming partial alignment in an external field Bz, the 
anisotropy field in uniaxial antiferromagnets goes from 
B A IIBz > 0 to B A ±Bz [in relations (46) and (47), Chap. 16, 
of Ref. 6(a)]. The resonance condition in Figs. 3 and 4 is 
then 
(5') 
or 
BAF± =Bz""I2BABEI 112 I1+BA/4BEI±Ihvlg/31 (6) 
This sets the AF resonance field at ±(2BABE )112 around 
hvlg/3. For strong AF alignment, e.g., 
BE(MnF2 )=54 T»BA(MnF2 )=880 mT 
at 0 K 6!al a spectrometer operating at 9 GHz may not 
, 6( ) ti
necessarily detect the AF resonance. g However, or 
structures III and IV, IB ABE 1112 is of the order of several 
mT. The resonance fields BAF± in (6) are achieved for 
La2Ni04.00 [Fig. 4(c)], giving IBABEI 112 =131.6 and 
197.2 mT and g=10.6 and 8.1 from 294 to 162 K and 
162 to 90 K, respectively. The phase transition ne~r 
160 K reduces IBABEI 112, suggesting that either there IS 
motional narrowing of the spin-spin interactions 10 above 
160 K, and/or that there is canting of the interacting 
spins. There is evidence for the presence of the unstable 
phase above and below the phase transitio~ in the E~R 
spectra in Fig. 4(c), suggesting that there 1s hysteresis. 
The Neel temperature is above 298 K for NbO and 
La2Ni04• J(el, 4 The AF resonance linewidths (Figs. 3 and 
4) indicate that there is an exchange reaction between AF 
states and other states below Tc, with a rate constant 
determined from the linewidth, k = l /T2 ""' 1010/s; the 
other states may be the source of the nonresonant energy 
loss (MEALFS signal). 
High-temperature ESR absorption is observed for all 
materials immediately after cooling. Nb0t. 1 and 
La2Ni04.0o exhibit sharp resonances in very low fiel~s. 
These type of resonances have been observed m 
semiconductors. Hcl, 6(e), 6(fl For La2Ni04.00 (Fig. 4) these 
are observed in a narrow temperature regime (160­
215 K). For Nb01.1 [Fig. 3(d)] these appear above 200 K; 
near room temperature there is a very little ESR absorp­
tion near g =2 and the low-field resonance is orientation 
dependent, repeating every 180". NbO is a cubic crystal 
with the rocksalt structure, missing 25% of the anion and 
cation sites. J(bl Since the ESR spectra repeat only after a 
180" rotation about the external field, the magnetic site 
must have less than cubic symmetry, which suggests the 
absorber is associated with the excess oxygen. The 93Nb 
hyperfine structure observed in the ESR abso~tion~ at 
low fields, especially for the nearly onentatiOn­
independent absorption centered near g = 28. 6, can help 
in the assignment of an impurity magnetic site in NbOt.l· 
The total number of spins is estimated using relation (1) 
as N(III,S =t)""2 mmol per mol NbO. The low-field 
isotropic ESR absorption is most probably a ll.Sz 
= ±2, a/z =0 transition associated with the more intense 
orientation-dependent ll.Sz = ± l, ll.Jz = 0 transition cen­
tered near g = 14. 3. The Hamiltonian describing this im­
purity state must obey the relations (9.80)-(9.82) of Ref. 
10, including the crystal-field effects. The complete as­
signments require single-crystal measurements. Howev­
er it is important to note that the dipolar terms D and E 
in' the above Hamiltonian must be negligible relative to 
the 93Nb hyperfine coupling constant A, giving rise to 
nearly orientation-independent sharp transitions at room 
temperature. The broadening of these transitions at low 
temperatures above Tc indicates that there is coupling to 
other magnetic states which cannot contribute to the 
linewidths at room temperature, most probably because 
of very short relaxation times which cannot couple to the 
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ESR characteristic times. 10 As the temperature de­
creases, the relaxation times increase to values compara­
ble to the ESR characteristic times and may give rise to 
the broadening through the spin-spin coupling. 10•11 The 
11Sz = ±2,11/z = 0 transitions are forbidden in the ESR 
spectrometer configuration (i.e., B11Bz) and are weaker 
than the 11Sz=±l,Mz=O transitions, but in this materi­
al nonlinear effects can give rise to a component BJ!IBz. 
Two 0- ions can create an axial crystal field near an iso­
lated Nb2+( 4F) which gives rise to the observed hyperfine 
structure; second-order hyperfine interactions alone do 
not reproduce the observed data for a metallic Dyson 
case-A ESR absorption when the dipolar contribution is 
of the order of IAI/4 where A( 93Nb)=l.04 mT [Fig. 
3(d)], suggesting that there are weak contributions from 
the D and E terms in the Hamiltonian. 
V. CONCLUSIONS 
There is evidence for paramagnetism and antifer­
romagnetism in the ESR spectra of structures I to IV. I 
represents a case where the dynamics of flux motion can 
be measured by ESR spectroscopy in a superconductor. 
The exact ESR absorber sites cannot be identified at this 
time, but the phenomena observed in the superconduct­
ing state have been associated with the flux motion in the 
superconductor: The interference fringes superposed on 
the g =2 ESR absorption are caused by Aharonov-Bohm 
proximity effects; the response to the change in magneti­
zation indicates that there is more than one phase and/or 
dynamic process to expel flux trapped at H = 0. 5 T >H * 
and is a simple method to verify phase purity. The flux 
expulsion indicates that cycling to high magnetic fields 
can produce permanent damage to a superconducting 
sample. From Tc to room temperature the AF resonance 
remains essentially unchanged for Nb01. 1 and 
La2Ni04.00, i.e., TNee!> 300 K. J(e),4(a) The ESR ab­
sorbers are in a crystal field of lower symmetry than the 
bulk for both Nb01. 1 and Nd~. 1 Ba1. 9Cu307 ; the room­
temperature 93Nb hyperfine structure indicates the ESR 
absorber is not in a cubic site in NbOu, while the g fac­
tors indicate that the symmetry in the vicinity of the ab­
sorber is orthorhombic in Nd1. 1Ba1.9Cu30 7• The sharpen­
ing of the AF resonance signal above Tc suggests that the 
superconducting and AF domains are in close proximity, 
and that the former provide a relaxation channel for the 
latter. Even though the composition of the sites giving 
rise to the paramagnetic, AF, and superconducting sig­
nals in the host lattices cannot be ascertained by ESR, the 
proximity effects suggest that the different domains were 
formed at the same time and that they depend on the 
sample history (cooling and exposure to magnetic fields). 
The predominance of nonresonant energy absorption 
(MEALFS signal) for I and II and of AF resonance for 
III and IV indicates that the change in the Gibbs free en­
ergy near Tc for the first two favors superconductivity 
over AF alignment and that the opposite is true for the 
latter two. The fact that the activation energies for reac­
tion (4) are of the order of Tc /4 suggests that the flux 
motion is coherent and determined by the energy gap. 
The theory by Alexandrov and Mott2<d> gives a value for 
the interplane hopping integral t 1 ~ Tc 14 which suggests 
that Ea is dominated by flux motion between planes; this 
is of some importance in the case of I because it suggests 
that superconductivity occurs both in the CuO chains 
layer, as suggested recently, sm and in the Cu02 layer. 
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APPENDIX: MADELUNG ENERGY CALCULATIONS 
FOR THE STRUCTURES I-IV 
The potential energy in an ionic crystal yields the 
Madelung energy V. 13 Ewald14 and Born and Kun15 
developed the Ewald method used for these structures. S<il 
Rapid convergence is obtained here by summing V mak­
ing use of the crystal symmetry and the order of the crys­
tal growth, i.e., by layers in the structures I to IV [Fig. 
7(a)]: 
EMadelung =V= ~Q;oooQjHKL IR;ooo,jHKL 
(Al)
= V 000 + ~ V HKL · 
HKL 
Here Q;ooo is a charge at site i of the ongm unit cell 
separated by R;ooo,jHKL from QjHKL at site j of all the 
cells in the crystal, obtained by translating the origin 
from (0,0,0) to (aH, bK, cL) along the principal axes 
(a,b,c) in Fig. 7(b). 
V000 =~'Q;Qjlr;j 
i,j 
is the contribution to the electrostatic energy from one 
unit cell, and the crystal symmetry determines the rest of 
V, i.e., 
V HKL = 	~QiQj IRHKL ~P1(cos8;j )(r;j IR HKL )1 
i,j I 
is due to the interaction of the origin unit cell with the 
rest in the Legendre polynomial expansion of V. Contri­
butions to V HKL from the terms l = 0, 1 vanish by virtue 
of charge neutrality and symmetry; R'fiKL =a 2H 2 
+b 2K 2 +c 2L 2 and the addition theorem of spherical har­
monics10 give in Fig. 7(b) 
VHKL =~QiQjr;JIRkKL ~P1(cos8;j )(rij/RHKL )1- , 
ij 12:2 
indicating that summing (Al) one layer at a time leads to 
a rapid convergence because the leading terms in VHKL, 
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FIG. 7. Parameters for the electrostatic interaction in an ionic crystal. (a) Clinographic projections of structures I to IV along the 
x,z(y =0), y,z(x =0), and x =y,z directions, indicating the composition and plausible average layer charge determined by the 
valence fraction fv where v = -1 and -2 for 0, 1, 2, and 3 for Cu, 2 and 4 for Pb, and 1 and 3 for Tl atoms, and o and 6 are the oc­
cupation numbers for the 0(1) sizes in the zeroth layer of YBa2Cu30 7, subject to charge neutrality. The respective values of Vob­
tained by (A3), using literature unit axes (Refs. 3, 4, 8) are shown for two extreme values of layer charges. (b) Charges Q; at sites i in 
the unit cell; (RnKLf3,a) are the spherical polar coordinates of the vector connecting two identical sites between the translated cells; 
(R;rm,jHKL•(Jii•t(J;i) are the spherical polar coordinates of the vector connecting two different sites in the translated cells, and 
( r;i,{Jii•aii) are the spherical polar coordinates of the vector connecting sites within the same unit cell. (c) Summation paths by shells 
S for (Al) in a given layer. 
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ij 
have attractive and repulsive contributions that nearly 
cancel out (Fig. 8). (A1) is summed up to shell S =M 
[Fig. 7(c)] estimating the terms left out by integration, us­
ing the symmetry of v(2), i.e., 
and (A3) 
V = V(LM )+ Vcorrection ' 
where the path is H =S, K = -S to S and K =S, 
H=1-Sto S -1 up to S=M. 
VssL = l:shell s V HKL versus S for different values of L in 
La2Ni04.00 is shown in Fig. 8. The symmetry is such that 
attractive shell terms are nearly canceled by the repulsive 
ones, giving a negligible total contribution per layer for 
L ~ 1. VssL approaches v< 2l symmetry as S increases, 
which is verified by the fact that VssL vanishes when 
cos(3=cL/(c 2L 2 +a 2S 2 +b 2S 2 ) 112 ;;;;;: 1;V3 . 
The desired convergence determines S = M, e.g., 
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